
Bomma
Orbital Pendant

Glasfarbe

white

pink

clear

black

Version

gold

silver

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Czechia

Manufacturer Bomma

Designer Studio deFORM

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED 230 Volt

voltage suitability 110 - 240 Volt

Diameter in cm 36

material crystal glass, stainless Steel, Textile

cable color black

cable length 250 cm

height adjustment height determinable

dimming dimmable on site

socket/light fixture E27

Power (max. Watt) 13 Watt

LED inclusive

canopy dimensions ∅ 14 cm

bulb exchange on site itself

Dimensions B 25 cm | Ø 36 cm

Description

The Bomma Orbital Pendant has the shape of a yoyo, consisting of two outer
glasses and a ring-shaped middle part made of stainless steel. These two
glasses are made individually from mouth-blown crystal glass. Any small
bubbles or irregularities in the glass are a characteristic feature of the
traditional, handcrafted production of mouth-blown glass. During the
manufacturing process, clear crystal glass is mixed with coloured glass. Each
glass is unique, so the hue and intensity of colour can vary.

The Orbital Pendant is always clear on one side, the glass on the other side is
offered in the colours polaris white, mercury black, venus pink, pluto green
and clear. The ring-shaped middle part of the pendant lamp is available in
silver or gold patinated versions. The canopy has the same colour as the
middle part. The cables, each with a maximum length of 250 cm, can be
shortened if required. On request, the lamp is also available with other cable
lengths. The E27 socket of the lamp can be operated with a replaceable Globe
LED retrofit.
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